READING GUIDE

Rajasthan
Here is a brief selection of favorite, new and hard-to-find books, prepared for your journey.
Abigail Hole
Lonely Planet Rajasthan, Delhi & Agra
Essential Reading Package
IDA238 | 2015 | 256 pages | PAPER
Stanley Wolpert
A practical guide to Rajasthan, featuring 36 maps, a
good overview of culture, history and nature, and
India
plenty of information on excursions,
IDA04 | 2009 | 281 pages | PAPER
accommodations and sightseeing.
Wolpert's reflections on India -- its religion and
$26.99
philosophy, its art, culture and politics -- make for
a literate, succinct primer.
Edward Luce
$34.95

Valerie Berinstain, Paul Bahn (Translator)
Mughal India, Splendours of the Peacock Throne
IDA50 | 1998 | 159 pages | PAPER
This illustrated pocket guide presents the
history, culture and splendor of the Mughal court
and its celebrated architecture in hundreds of
archival photographs and drawings.
$15.95
Eyewitness Guides
Eyewitness Guide Delhi, Agra and Jaipur
IDA151 | 2015 | 312 pages | PAPER
With chapters on the Taj Mahal, Amber Fort Palace,
Keoladeo Ghana National Park, the Red Fort and
dozens of other highlights for the traveler, this
compact, gorgeously illustrated guide to Delhi and
its environs features 900 color photographs, maps
and site plans.
$25.00
National Geographic Maps
India Northwest Adventure Map
IDA73 | 2011 | 2 pages | MAP
A double-sided, full-color map of Northwest India at
a scale of 1:1,400,000 with good shaded relief,
topographic detail, roads, waterways and basic
travel information. Printed on waterproof, tearresistant paper.
$11.95
Buy Package

In Spite of the Gods
IDA349 | 2008 | 346 pages | PAPER
Luce tackles the challenges and reality of the world's
largest democracy with insight and balance in this
portrait of a nation in transition.
$17.95
Amit Pasricha (Photographer)
Monumental India
IDA588 | 2008 | 224 pages | HARD COVER
Pasricha's dramatic photographs show the splendor
and variety of northern India, from Hindu and Jain
temple complexes, imposing Islamic tombs and
mosques, to serene Buddhist monasteries and
stupas, colonial and royal palaces and majestic forts.
$175.00
Wendy Doniger
On Hinduism
REL80 | 2014 | 680 pages | HARD COVER
This series of more than 60 interconnected essays and
lectures from eminent Hinduism scholar Doniger
introduces the reader to pivotal concepts and
controversial topics spanning more than 3,500 years.

$44.95
Piers Brendon
The Decline and Fall of the British Empire,
1781-1997
GBR920 | 2010 | 848 pages | PAPER
Piers weaves anecdote, well-known tales of imperial
misstep and important historical moments in this vivid
account of empire.
$22.00

Also Recommended
National Geographic Society
India Adventure Map
IDA18 | 2011 | 2 pages | MAP
The most detailed shaded relief map (at a scale
of 1:2,100,000) of India available.
$12.95
Omkar Koul
Lonely Planet India Phrasebook
IDA538 | 2014 | 400 pages | PAPER
A handy, palm-sized guide to pronunciation, basic
grammar and essential vocabulary for the traveler.

$12.99

William Dalrymple
The Last Mughal, The Fall of a Dynasty:
Delhi, 1857
IDA350 | 2008 | 534 pages | PAPER
The riveting tale of the poet, mystic and Mughal
Emperor Shah Zafar II and mid-19th century Delhi,
culminating in the 1857 Indian Rebellion.
$18.95
Diana L. Eck
Darsan, Seeing the Divine Image in India
IDA75 | 1998 | 115 pages | PAPER
Tremendously useful for the traveler, this rigorous
guide explains the significance and meaning of Hindu
temples, festivals and ritual. Darsan, which translates
as "seeing," reveals religious expression in India.
$25.00
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Katherine Russell Rich
Dreaming in Hindi, Coming Awake in Another
Language
IDA565 | 2010 | 384 pages | PAPER
Rich skewers the hilarity and challenges of taking on
not just a new language but also a new culture in
this spirited tale of life in Udaipur.
$20.95
Alice Albinia
Empires of the Indus, The Story of a River
PKN25 | 2010 | 368 pages | PAPER
Albinia follows the great river from Pakistan
upstream and back in time, tracing 2,000 miles of
geography and five millennia of history.
$16.95
Mohandas K. Gandhi
Gandhi, An Autobiography, or the Story of My
Experiments with Truth

R. K. Narayan
Malgudi Days
IDA59 | 2006 | 272 pages | PAPER
Wonderful tales from one of India's foremost writers
about a fictional South Indian town populated by
quirky characters whose unique approaches to
tradition and modernity are the stuff of great short
stories.
$17.00
Salman Rushdie
Midnight's Children
IDA12 | 2006 | 533 pages | PAPER
Crowned Best of the Booker in 2008, Rushdie's
greatest novel is a madcap, comic take on the birth
of modern India in all its splendid and unexpected
manifestations.
$18.00

$18.00

Vikram Chandra
Sacred Games
IDA344 | 2007 | 964 pages | PAPER
The much-heralded novel set in the underworld
of Mumbai.
$27.95

William Dalrymple
Nine Lives, In Search of the Sacred in Modern
India

Bikram Grewal
A Naturalist's Guide to the Birds of India, Including
Pakistan, Nepal and Bhutan

IDA587 | 2011 | 256 pages | PAPER
From Sufi dervish and Buddhist monk to outcast and
temple worshiper: nine people, nine lives, all
captured by Dalrymple as he journeys throughout
India in search of remarkable individuals transformed
by religion. At turns bemusing, dazzling and heartwrenching.

IDA731 | 2015 | 176 pages | PAPER
A handy field guide to 280 bird species common to the
Indian subcontinent. In beautiful John Beaufoy style,
the guide’s colorful and high-quality photographs are
accompanied by detailed species descriptions, size
distribution, preferred habitats and nomenclature.

IDA163 | 1993 | 528 pages | PAPER
There is no substitute for reading Gandhi in his own
simple, direct prose. A highly recommended glimpse
into the personality and life of this remarkable figure.

$16.00
Rohinton Mistry
A Fine Balance
IDA92 | 1997 | 624 pages | PAPER
Set in 1975 in an unnamed Indian "city by the sea,"
this tender novel follows the intermingled fortunes of
a Parsi widow, her boarder and two tailors. A Booker
Prize finalist.

$17.95
Bikram Grewal
A Photographic Field Guide to the Birds of
India, Pakistan, Nepal, Bhutan, Sri Lanka and
Bangladesh

$17.00

IDA758 | 2017 | 792 pages | PAPER
All of the greater Indian Subcontinent's birds are
represented in this Princeton field guide. Designed for
easy field identification, it profiles over 1,375 species
with over 4,000 color photos, up-to-date maps and the
latest distribution information.

George MacDonald Fraser Flashman

$45.00

in the Great Game CAS120 | 1995 |
What caused the Sepoy Mutiny, a pivotal moment in
the Raj? How about Harry Flashman, the reluctant,
much-decorated coward, cad and womanizer at the
center of George MacDonald Fraser's wildly
entertaining, irreverent series of historical novels.

James Kavanagh
India Birds
IDA727 | 2015 | pages | PLASTIC CARD
A folding wildlife guide designed for quick reference in
the field. With full-color images and text, it features
more than 100 birds often seen in India.

$16.00

$7.95

Chandrahas Choudhury (Editor)
India, A Traveler's Literary Companion
IDA598 | 2010 | 256 pages | PAPER
Each of these 14 stories evokes place and
landscape, providing an excellent introduction both to
contemporary writers and to India's diverse cultures
and history.

James Kavanagh
India Wildlife, A Folding Pocket Guide to
Familiar Animals

336 pages | PAPER

$14.95

IDA728 | 2015 | pages | PLASTIC CARD
A folding wildlife guide designed for quick reference in
the field. It features more than 140 creatures often
seen in India (from tigers and lions to flying lizards)
with full-color images and text. Part of the great
Pocket Naturalist series.
$7.95

